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Introduction From the very beginning of the thermonuclear problem the confinement of heat
&• particles and the transport processes, in particular, are considered to be one of the most
important items in tokamaks. In many cases no adequate comprehension of these complex and
multilateral phenomena may be reached without introducing some nonstationary phase into the
discharge. Often the researcher uses some artificial processes like switching additional plasma
heatings on. pellet injection or magnetic compression. Sometimes spontaneous phenomena like
sawteeth or L «-+ H mode transitions can yield an useful information. In these nonstationary
processes the most part of co-existing transport mechanisms may be neglected, while only one
of them dominating. This allows to study it in the most distinct way.

Thus, as an example, one may quote the magnetic plasma compression when the inward drift
velocity c[E. x Bt\/Bf (y is poloidal augiei dominates in particle dux over that of diffusion, and
the thermal conductivity turns out to be the main heat loss process. In another nonstationary
situation, in sawteeth, the particle diffusion is eliminated due to flattening plasma density profile,
and only the inward pinch is responsible for reconstruction oí the radial particle distribution
peaked at the center.

Together with detailed plasma parameter measurements, the tactics described provide* an ex-
perimental basis to deduce radial profiles of local transport coefficients, to obtain their temporal
evolution in the transient phase of the discharge.

The proper instrument to calculate them is equations of heat \ : particle balance. In the
majority of the experiments discussed below we dealt with heat transport processes in the
electron component of plasma. The problem to get ohmic heat deposit radial distribution ariscd
with use of the equation of the electron population heat balance. To resolve it. numerical
simulation of the plasma column loop voltage, based on the supposition of the poloidal magnetic
field classical diffusion, was used. It yielded plasma current density radial distribution. This
information, of course, was rather useful not only in the heat balance calculation.

Description of the computational part of the method The term "classical" implied that
the Ohm's law has been taken in form

fri = 0Pi(E + [V xB]/c) (1)
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with rrpi being plasma classical conductivity deduced from Coulomb collisions. The tokamak
experimental data base shows the tokamak plasma conductivity to reveal no anomaly.

Due to small toroidicity in all the experiments described below. .4 = RQ/U > 4. the plasma
column was considered as an symmetrical cylinder of 2 " ^ long. Except the neoclassical a^.
other neoclassical effects have not been taken into account in this consideration. The boot-strap
current was estimated not to exceed several percent of 7^.

Then ID equation of poioidai magnetic Keid transport in moving medium is written as

p v p <2f

Here Vr(r.t) is radial plasma velocity, and Dm = <rj\z<rri is magnetic field diffusion coefficient.
Experimental data on electron temperature and density. Tt\r.t) and n,[r.t). and on plasma
geometry and magnetic field were used when calculating <r^(r. t).

Having resolved the eq. 12) numerically at standard boundary conditions Bpii)) = 0 and
Bp[a.t) — '2Ipi{u.t)/ca. the plasma current density was deduced as

j p i \ r. n - c\ rotBp\ r. t))/ Iv 13)

Then the data on Bp and jpi were used to calculate the loop voltage applied to the plasma
column. l'pi{t). The first integral of the eq. (2) with the externai electric field as the integration
constant (Kirchhoff law)

I pi/2s-/?o = jpi/fffi + t t1Qp/dt - \rBp)/c I i)

has been used to perform it. Here 2T/?O$P = Í Bv x izRodR is the piasnia column poioidai tlux.
In theeq. (4) right hand part depends on the radius r. whereas the left hand one is the constant.
Accordingly to this, calculations o» l'pi for different radii were used to make sure of validity of
eq. (2) finite difference representation.

Modelled I pi{t) was compared with the experimental one. In the case of coincidence we
obtained the realiable data on jPiir.t). Analysing the cases of discrepancy yielded, as a rule,
some interest ing informal ion about peculiarities in plasma behaviour.

The mhd equation of electron component heat balance, used in the works quoted below,
corresponded, in general, to thai described in [lj:

Wl.ón.T,)/cHi- n.lrdiv\r +rf#r(leJ, + l'ejk)

Here the second term of the left hand part describes the plasma flux work. Tr,K — — K. y Tt and
Te,f, — l.5neTe\r are heat fluxes due to heat conductivity and convection, respectively, p, are
volume heat sources. £ , p, = pOn + PECH ~ />-< - Pm- which mean» ohmic heating, additional
electron cyclotron heating, electron-ion heat exchange and radiation energy losses, POH = jjiiVph
Pi, ~ ntnM\ - T,)/'T?'2. In different experiments some terms of the eq. (5) might be absent or
neglected. Virtually, to calculate lhe electron heat conductivity coefficient Kt[r. t). integral form
of the eq. (5) has been used:

nf = { I I.Tp, - n,Ttdir\r) * 'Itrdr - dQ./dt - 2vr * ['m,TAr)/\-2vr y r/Tt) (7)

where Qt{r,t) = /J l.óueTt x 2irrdr is heat storage in electrons in the cylinder of the radius r.
Some experimental applications of the described method are considered below.
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Magnetic compression The method had been proposed and applied for the first time when
experimenting with the magnetic compression of plasma in a tokamak TIWIAN-2A [2. 'i\. The
machine parameters were: Ro = 40cm. a = »cm. »kG< Bt <16kG. 10kA< Ipi <15kA. the dis-
charge duration was 10ms. The plasma with n,(0)=(2-4)xl0I3cm"-i and JV=( 130-2b0)eV was
produced in the discharges. Typically the ohmic heating \OH) was performed at Bt=SkG and
in the quasi-stationary period of the discharge a twofold increase in Bt was induced for a time
rc=0.5ms resulting in the plasma magnetic compression. Then the reached value of Bt was kept
approximately constant for =s2ms. This post compression period was followed by a slow magnetic
decompression, when Bt returned down to its initial value for =«2ms. A wide spectrum of diag-
nostic tools supported the experiment including microwave interferometer. Thomson scattering,
bolometers, absolutely calibrated Yl'Y-monochromator. magnetic and electrostatic probes, etc..

In spite of the compression might not be considered as adiabatic one. rr£.a/, =0.35ms< rc,
the temperature rise was greater than by 2 i / 3 times having implied the improvement of the
confinement. The observed supression of mhd oscillations pointed to the possible cause.

The plasma voltage peak produced in the fast compression phase due to the current channel
shrinking coincided excellently with the l\i simulated at Zejj = const = Zejjx>H- But later,
in the postcompression period the modelling repealed an increase in Zejj from 1.3 up to 2.6 .
This has been proved with use of soft A'-ray diagnostics and has been explained to be due to
the impurity accumulation in this quiescent part of the discharge.

In the compression experiments l'r = Vrx + Yr.diff- l'r.c = ~(f/'2){Bt/ Bt). The drift plasma
velocity produced by the compression. l~r.c. was written in eqs. (2.4.7) in the explicit form.
Vrjiff in the eqs. (2.4) has been neglected, but terms of the eq. (7). containing \'r.diff- have
been included in the Tejt, thus the heat transport due to the heat conductivity and the particle
diffusion was described by means of some «c//.

In the OH the heat transport coefficient radial profile we//('*) exhibited a hump born by
m = 2 and m = 3 magnetic islands. In the postcompression phase it flattened, wuh \, ; 7=i-)
8) x 10ircm"1s"1 overall the cross section of the plasma column, what corresponded to i he Alcator
scaling. But surprisingly, in the decompression period Ke/j went down approaching values cioso to
neoclassical ones. Ke// < 1 x 1Ü1' cm"'s"' . in central part ot the plasma, r < 4cm. Experimentally
it manifested itself in keeping Te(0) constant when decreasing Bt. No clear explanation had been
done to the phenomenon that time.

Electron cyclotron heating These ECH experiments have been carried out in the FT- i toka-
mak (/fo=62cm. a=l5cm. Bt <12kG. /p/=30-60kA) [4j. Two gyrotrons operating at /=ÍÜ.(iGHz
produced the total power P3yr <250k\V during 1.8ms.

The modelled L pi was in a good agreement with the measured one during the whole additional
heating period at the Ze// = coutt - Z,/f.oH providing reliable data on the jpi( r. t) distribution.

In the eq. (5) all transport terms as well as POH- Pa and IW depend on plasma parame-
ters, nkT, and their gradients, with ()[ l.õneTe)/ât and PECH being equal to zero in the quasi-
stationary OH part. Therefore, total ECH power absorbed in the plasma. PECH- and its radial
distribution. pECH{r). may be calculated for the first moment after switching ECH on. when
plasma parameters having not yet changed as compared with the OH. as PECH - à(i.hnnTe)ldi.

The obtains! PBcn\r) agreed, in general, with ray tracing calculation results, but the PECH

was only 60-70% of the Pgyr. This result was confirmed with diamagnetic measurements, and
meant that either the significant part of the gyrotron power did not enter into the plasma body
covered with plasma parameter measurements or entered to there it- form of a nonthermal pnergy.
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This fact has pushed forward some further studies.
Kc//(r) revealed no noticeable changes at the first 0.5ms after the ECH start but later heat

conductivity increased by 2-3 times in the outer area of the plasma column. Perhaps, it was a
/.-mode manifestation induced by nkT gradient» distortion.

Pellet injection When analysing experimental data base of the T-10 tokamak |/?o=150cm.
a=27cm. Bt=30kG. /^=200kA). an increase in the i'p caused by the pellet injection attracts an
attention [5]. It exceeds the OH level by some 2 times and then goes down slowly lasting for
several tens milliseconds. It cannot be explained neither with the weak and transient electron
temperature decrease nor with a Ztjj rise supposed and needs a non-trivial hypothesis.

On the contrast with the temperature, the plasma density reveals strong variations. Initially
the ionized pellet material is concentrated at the middle third of the minor radius and then the
particles are redistributed to the center of the cross section. Such an evolution allows an idea on
a plasma influx arising, at least, in an inner part of the discharge, due to. probably, a disbalance
between specific fcr the tokamak diffusion and pinch, with the pinch dominating. Transport of
poloidal magnetic field [Bp) with this flux is proposed here as a possible mechanism to explain
the Up rise.

The similar phenomenon brightly manifested itself in the plasma magnetic compression where
the current channel was clenched by the drift plasma influx (see above). But here we suppose
the Bp transport produced by the anomalous transport particle flux.

In the loop voltage modelling. Bp transport velocities, needed to fit the calculated Cpi to the
experimental one. were directed inwards and , I", ;<:30cm/s in inner area of the plasma column.
r/a <2/3.

The heat balance showed no sufficient change» in nt during the pre- —<• post-pellet transition.

Conclusion In all the experiments listed, applying the described phyiosopby yielded much
interesting information on rather fundamental plasma properties. It could be used. also, in ex-
periments on additional heatings k current drive and //-mode studies in the TCA-l'SP tokamak.
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